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ABSTRACT: Human constitutes the most valuable resource in the future. General education helps 
college students establish a complete set of knowledge framework and form their own values and 
world outlook, thereby improving ability to judge the world and think independently. Ideal education 
is to develop civilization view of human beings, enlighten students' ability to understand human 
wisdom and feel happiness through art education. Art can perfect people, which focuses on 
"education" rather than "teaching". People should understand civilization, feel art, integrate different 
knowledge to subtly influence one’s heart and form a life experience with broad vision and realm of 
life with elegance, thus "developing" into noble and intelligent souls. As a global modern discipline, 
art discipline has its own value and function. In an enlightened environment of freedom, mutual 
curiosity about cultural differences can influence the development of international cooperation, 
eliminate racial prejudice, and foster cultural tolerance. Culture, art and education serve as the bond 
for international cooperation and exchanges. Different civilizations can coexist peacefully, join 
hands to meet common challenges and build a community with a shared future for mankind. All 
problems are essentially human problems, and college general education should be "people-oriented", 
i.e. cultivate one's civilized morality, knowledge framework, cultural tolerance, ideological insight, 
independent judgment and problem-solving ability, so that one has a beautiful and meaningful life. 

1 GENERAL EDUCATION AND THE FORMATION OF A PERSONS VIEW OF 

CIVILIZATION AND KNOWLEDGE FRAMEWORK 

People are essentially the most precious resource in the future. Civilization literacy determines a 
person's "lifestyle". 

College general education covers: knowledge fields of philosophy and social science literacy, 
aesthetics and art literacy, humanities literacy, natural science and technology literacy, practical 
ability literacy. General education helps college students build up a complete knowledge framework 
and form individual values and world outlook. Formation of the ability to judge in cognitive world 
and think independently requires arduous academic training. General education values students' 
potential to understand the essence of things, rather than mastery of professional skills. The 
difference between it and professional education is that it shifts from mastery of specific skills and 
knowledge to mastery of the methods and approaches of knowledge learning. 

General education refers to common sense education and humanity education. Lin Yutang once 
said: "A well-educated person or a person with ideal education is not necessarily an erudite person, 
but a person who knows what to love and what to hate." Greed is the dark side of human nature. 
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People hope to curb it under the guidance of cultural education. Xunzi, a famous thinker in the 
Warring States Period in China, first proposed the doctrine of "evil human nature", believing that 
human beings are naturally evil. If nature takes its course, there will be fight and kill leading to social 
chaos. At the beginning of life, human nature is evil, and people naturally prefer ease over work. It is 
the acquired education that makes people understand the virtues of benevolence, morality, 
conscience, tolerance, etc. A person faced with conflicts between interests and conscience needs 
extremely high moral self-discipline. Xunzi's point of view is that everything that is good and 
valuable is a result of human effort. Our ancient education advocates equal emphasis on morality and 
wisdom, and emphasizes the necessity of acquired education. Learning is the only way for mankind 
to get rid of poverty and barbarism, embrace wealth and civilization. 

The British philosopher John Locke holds that conscience is not born. People with low moral 
character can be transformed through education. Education makes qualitative transformation possible, 
and people are changeable. Here is an example: Lita Cabellut, a famous contemporary Spanish artist, 
grew up in a brothel and was abandoned by the prostitute mother at the age of 10, living on the 
streets with hungry and cold, and even stealing... At the age of 12, Lita was adopted by a 
kind-hearted family who regarded her as their own, and often took her to museums and art galleries. 
Seeing that the child developed a strong interest in art, the adoptive parents specially invited a 
teacher to teach her at home. At the age of 21, Lita was admitted to Rietveld Academy in Amsterdam. 
After graduation from university, she opened a studio with the money earned by painting sale. She 
prefers themes of loneliness, death, and dictatorship, always painting the restless and broken 
memories in her life. Childhood is the source of art for Ritas later creation. It is art that makes her 
forget her tragic childhood; it is education that transforms her from a tramp to a top artist. 

Receiving education is the difference between civilization and barbarism. General education 
makes people free from barbarism and narrow-mindedness. A person able to distinguish between 
good and evil begins to have a sense of civilization. Civilization literacy is different from knowledge. 
For instance, not a few highly educated people in history chose to betray human morality under the 
allure of their interests and selfish desires. Such people possess advanced skills and knowledge, but 
lack sound personality and civilization literacy. In recent years, our human beings are facing many 
survival crises, such as food safety, human beings deforestation of nature, wanton pollution of the 
living environment, arbitrary predation and killing of animals... Human beings have left the nature 
devastated in pursuit of their own selfish desire. An educated person should understand what is 
human nature? What is a meaningful life? How to maintain human care? All these are problems 
faced by general education. 

The core qualities of a person should include: health, spirit, benevolence, aesthetics, 
responsibility, integrity, gratitude, creativity...which should be transformed into attitude of mind and 
a code of conduct to guide one's life. College courses should not only prepare students for 
employment, but also cultivate students' spirit of pursuing truth. At present, many colleges pay mere 
attention to whether credits of various courses are met, and students go to colleges for the sake of 
diplomas; under the drive of utilitarianism, college education purpose and personal career planning 
neglect cultivation of students ideology, which brings hidden dangers to social stability, development 
and progress. College general education should foster a person's civilization concept, knowledge 
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framework, moral conscience, ideological insight, independent judgment and problem-solving 
ability. 

2 ART EDUCATION ENLIGHTENS PEOPLES COMPREHENSION, SENSITIVITY, AND 

JUDGMENT OF CULTURE 

Art and humanities are the "general knowledge" courses needed for every college student, from 
which students gain knowledge about the development of human culture and increase their 
knowledge or appreciation. Civilization is the lifeblood of mankind, and we perceive civilization 
through art. Ancient Chinese Confucianism advocates the education of "Six Arts", namely rites, 
music, archery, riding, writing, and arithmetic. 

The mission of art is to perfect people. College art education cultivates students' understanding 
of human wisdom and ability to perceive happiness. Art education focuses on "education" rather than 
"teaching", and the "knowledge" of art is more generated from personal feelings than from 
indoctrination and instruction. Faced with the same work, everyone produces different feelings. 
When a person actively perceives things around, makes a comprehensive cognition of self and 
foreign objects, and has the ability to perceive, it means he has relatively independent judgment and 
thinking ability. 

Art allows people to expand spiritual world and travel far away. Nothing in the world can 
penetrate peoples spirit, body, and soul like art. Through art, you can talk to the objects you read, 
watch, and examine, and mobilize your own thoughts, emotions, and experience to gain in-depth 
understanding of the author's mind. Aristotle believes that: art can shape people's character, and 
when we hear music, "our soul will change and moral quality will be awakened." Peoples 
temperament will change in the course of artistic practice. "Reading makes a man graceful". 
Practicing the philosophy in the book can make life meaningful. 

Learn about civilization and feel art. For a work of art, we can learn its individual characteristics 
and development process from the perspective of art form; explore the artistic context beyond the 
form, including ideological meaning, function, religion, society, etc. Art allows us to see truth at the 
depth and move closer to the life essence. Through the creators eye, we not only see the 
profoundness of reason, but also have intuitive insight into "beauty". Art is a product of human 
thinking. Gombrich said: "There is no art at all in the world, but only artists." The famous phrase by 
Tang Dynasty painter Zhang Zao, "learn from nature to seek subtle enlightenment", implies that the 
formation of works of art is a result of learning from the nature, supplemented by internal inspiration 
and embedding of emotion into it. Art creation is a process of transcending human spirit and settling 
the soul. Excellent works of art have unique language characteristics, which express the artist's true 
self. Therefore, artistic creation and research is an individualized expression process, and college art 
education is essentially "people-oriented". 

The term aesthetics originally means sensibility and feeling. "The rising sun irradiates the 
flower, rendering it dazzling red; the river is evergreen in spring, like tender grass. Beauty needs to 
be perceived by touching, viewing, smelling, hearing to cultivate enthusiasm towards life. Einstein 
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once said: "Education with mere professional knowledge is insufficient. Professional education turns 
people into a useful machine, but not a person with harmonious development." Education should let 
students feel art and inspire their curiosity to explore the value of life. What is the function of art? 
Why do people make such works? Only art can make people stop and examine under impulse. To 
judge whether an artist's painting is art or not, we must first figure out why he paints? If a painter's 
painting only reminds you of painting, then it is daily life rather than art; if painting can trigger the 
viewer's thinking or reflection, then this painting is art. Understanding a work of art depends on 
understanding of its context. 

Art exerts imperceptible and unobtrusive influence in the hearts of students, transcending 
utilitarianism and practicality, and ultimately transformed into a kind of life experience to broaden 
vision and an elegant state of life. Art education taps into potential of the individual so that one can 
master different knowledge, thereby "cultivating" people with noble souls and wisdom. 

3 TOLERANCE BETWEEN ART EDUCATION AND MULTICULTURE 

In the 20th century, the discipline of art became a global contemporary discipline, including Chinese 
art. Many prestigious universities in western developed countries have opened course about history 
of Chinese art. In almost all art schools in China, western art history and western art creation 
methodology-related courses have become the mainstream. In this multicultural society with the 
rapid development of social economy, cultural conflicts between different races are inevitable. We 
need respect racial and cultural differences, rather than stand still within the sphere of our own 
culture, nor should we blindly worship it. In recent years, Chinese artists have absorbed many 
advantages of foreign cultures based on national condition in the process of modernization, thus 
broadening the context of Chinese art, and encouraging us to create new artistic languages.  

There are both similarities and differences between Eastern and Western cultures and arts. 
Every nation has its own image of totem worship in its initial stage of origin. This suggests that 
humans generally choose the same way in the early civilization to relieve their mental panic and 
confusion -creating totem images. (Illustration, Sun God in Chinese Red Mountain Culture. 
Illustration, American Inca Sun God Statue. Illustration, Sun God Statue in Mayan Civilization. 
Illustration, African Wood-carved Primitive Totem). 

With the development of human society, Eastern and Western arts gradually exhibit respective 
artistic characteristics and development laws, and art is a way to perceive civilization. Every nation 
has its own history and culture, religious beliefs, morals and laws, bloodline, language, art, living 
customs, etc., and has its own unique way to solve the faced economic and social problems. 
Economic exchanges can bring people on the earth into contact with each other, but cannot make 
them reach a unified concept. A truly open free environment allows open discussions on cultural 
differences, eliminates racial prejudice between one other, cultivates cultural tolerance, and impacts 
international cooperation and development via mutual curiosity. Culture & art and education are the 
bond of international cooperation and exchanges. Different civilizations can coexist peacefully, work 
together to cope with various common challenges, build a community with a shared future for 
mankind to achieve common prosperity. 
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The global outbreak of COVID-19 this year has inflicted a great harm to human security, social 
and economic stability. Before we truly globalize, there is a crisis of disintegration. COVID-19 
hinders economic ties and ideological and cultural exchanges between countries. It is our belief that 
globalization will not stop its step despite temporary setbacks brought by the epidemic. Since the end 
of World War II, mankind has hardly encountered a major disaster. Most countries in the world are 
developing, cooperating, and improving science and technology, with life getting better and better, 
so we have ignored all kinds of crises. Nevertheless, the outbreak, spread of and coexistence with 
COVID-19 make us suddenly realize that the crisis of survival is closely related to everyone. In this 
epidemic, works of art should face up to the disaster, rather than blindly expressing emotions against 
conscience. 

Einstein once mentioned in a letter to his daughter: human beings develop conflicts due 
to misunderstandings and prejudices of the world. .... There is an endless source of energy, a 
kind of vitality. This vitality is known as "love". If we want to save the world and every 
creature living in the world, love is the only solution. 

This kind of "love" and "tolerance" to dissidents are a result of education. In the end, general 
education is the ultimate care for "people". Without caring for "people", education is merely 
professional education which lacks humanistic literacy. Knowledge can be called literacy only after 
it becomes part of a person's cognition and penetrates into ones life and behavior. It is the heart of 
"benevolence" and "sincerity" that leads to human success. Art education provides the soil for 
cultivating intellectual rationality, cultural tolerance and international vision in the 21st century. All 
problems are fundamentally human problems. In a modern diversified society, college general 
education should be "people-oriented", providing students with modern mental training on 
knowledge and values to enable them to walk among different cultural groups, face the various 
changes and uncertainties of future life, understand its complexity and their role in it, so that they 
enjoy a beautiful and meaningful life. 
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